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…Only when technologies and retrofit measures are tried in
the real world, with real people living their everyday unique
lifestyles, (and with full monitoring) can we tell what works,
and what ‘works’ really means.

In 2014 a social housing provider funded by the European Regional Development
Fund (ERDF) contracted Heat Genius and Energence to install energy, water,
temperature, occupancy and humidity sensors in twelve of their properties. The
intention being that after a monitored heating season half of those homes would be
retrofitted for energy efficiency using various innovative technologies. The monitored
results would then be compared, and lessons and observations drawn.
The project was intended to test a range of technologies and the customer response
to them. This resulted in a multi-measure installation including insulation,
renewables and heating systems together with some optimisation products. There
was NOT the intention to understand the detailed technical performance of each
measure but rather understand more about what might be an appropriate product for
large-scale installation in social housing properties due to both technical performance
and acceptability by householders.
Additionally, a number of local smart grid solutions were tested.
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Three reports have been undertaken
•

The first, funded by the ERDF, audited the monitoring systems to check
useful data would be able to be harvested.

•

The second, at the end of the ERDF funded project, looked at all the data just
prior to the retrofit process, and drew observations on how the performance of
the properties was dominated by lifestyle.

•

This third report commissioned by the Sustainable Housing Action
Partnership (SHAP), with funds from West Midlands Housing Officers’ Group
(WMHOG), draws final conclusions after the retrofits have been completed
and lived with through two/three heating seasons. It is predominantly based
on interviews with the householders and the companies who supplied and
installed the measures.

For this Final Report, SHAP asked:
•

What information is available showing analysis of occupant behaviour change
following the installation of different improvement measures?

•

Which improvement measures show the best occupant behaviour change?

•

How does technology and monitoring affect behaviour change?

•

Does investment in energy efficiency lead to a reduction in maintenance costs
for landlords/owner occupiers?

•

What works in terms of technologies, monitoring and creating a more
comfortable home.

•

What has not worked and what the tenants did not like.

•

Did bills reduce – if not, are the tenants more comfortable?

•

What works in practice (different technologies, different levels of occupant
engagement, monitoring, levels of capital investment and consequential
maintenance and call out costs)

•

How does the household demographic affect the technology outcomes?

•

Did the technologies work and continue working after 2 years?

•

What did the householders think of the technologies? (How much did the
occupants actively engage with them?).
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1.Executive Summary
1.1.

What was looked at and did it work

•

EWI, loft insulation and air tightness – yes, does the heavy lifting…but
beware of (very) bad detailing

•

Triple Glazing – yes, but for full benefit it must have no trickle vents so must
be combined with…

•

Heat exchange ventilation – YES…! always, anyway, whatever! (but do it
right!)

•

Hybrid heat pump gas boilers – No, not a solution for small retrofitted
properties (with <£2k annual gas bills)

•

Solar thermal ‘under wall heating’ – maybe, but needs further detailed
monitoring

•

Solar PV with electric batteries – yes, but not economically viable yet,
however great financial potential for both the householder and stock holder

•

Solar PV with heat batteries – interesting… (perhaps a DHW gas combi
boiler replacement and funding source, even without PV)

•

Solar PV with harvest share – almost, could become a standard technology
for flatted blocks with some further technical development

•

Energiesprong – yes, but can highlight existing problems

1.2.

What we found to be the Issues

•

Design – think about the whole house, not just the technology.

•

Contract – who’s in charge? Do they know it’s all their fault?

•

Measure – does ‘it’ really work? (and what is ‘it’?)

•

Control – how do you make sure householders get the best from their home?

•

Energy vs Gas – might making a house more energy efficient make it less
gas efficient?
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1.3.

Future Opportunities Discovered

•

Foot room – domestic electrical and heat batteries aggregated together may
provide opportunities to both reduce bills for householders and deliver an
income for stock holders/aggregators.

•

Health and wellbeing – While retrofit might deliver a bill saving, it will deliver
an improvement in health and wellbeing. How can this be leveraged?

1.4.

Recommendations

1. The fundamental decisions about how to retrofit a property should be made
by a Professional Retrofit Coordinator who should be completely
technology and industry independent and have overall responsibility for the
functioning of the whole home. It must be their legal responsibility to act with
reasonable care.
2. Specifications and Employers’ Requirements should be as well
considered, tight and comprehensive as possible in order to level the
tendering playing field between experienced contractors and those who are
yet to make (the same) mistakes.
3. Avoid (product) industry led solutions. The industry will always define
‘good’ as ‘good for the (their) industry’.
4. Retrofit outcome targets should be based on comprehensive quantitative
and qualitative standards. There is no point in a retrofit that is inexpensive
to heat in the first year if it leaks and falls apart in the second.
5. Ventilation – ventilation – ventilation. If you do nothing else, put in heat
exchange ventilation (but do it properly!).
6. Any retrofit pilot using new technology must include metering and
monitoring or the outcomes will be unknown. There must also be budget for
the analysis of the data or at the very least, an automatic dashboard display
and client/officer time allocated to look at it.
7. Don’t try to fund retrofits from individual bill saving; aggregate!
8. Retrofit for energy efficiency should become just be part of good building
and maintenance practice.
9. Look out for funding opportunities from other industries. Aggregating the
energy demand of a housing portfolio might be very profitable in the future.
10. We need further research on whether gas combi boilers are really the
best way to create domestic hot water. Some of our monitoring seems to
be suggesting far more gas in being consumed than heat created.
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2. Why monitor and report on retrofit?
In the last 5 years it has become obvious that energy savings from homes due to
retrofitting cannot be calculated from building physics, they have to be measured.

The problem with homes is that people live in them!
Various studies have shown that when a home is insulated, the occupiers may ‘stop
getting dressed under the bed sheets’. This is comfort take up. Householders may
not make fuel savings, but their homes are now warm whereas previously they were
‘under heated’ to different extents. Building physics cannot happily calculate this.
SO… to work out the real benefit of a retrofit measure you cannot just look at the fuel
bills, you have to see how the comfort conditions have improved. Additionally, this
particular monitoring exercise records how residents occupy their homes, which
could reveal whether they are just heating the areas they occupy, or the whole
house.
The theory is that basic energy efficiency retrofit may be taken up wholly in comfort. It
is only advanced retrofit that pushes into fuel bill saving as the home starts to need
far less energy to be comfortable.
Additionally, as this report reveals, there are all sorts of other complicating factors
that effect home energy performance, which cannot be explained by building physics
or even the temperature people run their homes at.

Example of how ‘prebound’ and ‘rebound’ effects might reduce predicted energy savings
(from Solid Wall Heat Losses and Potential for Energy Saving – Dr E. Milsom DECC for the BRE 2014
and after Sunikka-Blank and Gavin 2012)
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3. Home Heating Coefficient
The metric that has gained ground recently as a way of comparing the performance of
buildings is kWhrs per square metre of floor area, per year. (kWHrs/m2/annum). We argue
that this is an unhelpful metric as it discriminates against small homes.
Comparing homes by the amount of energy they consume per square metre is the equivalent
of comparing cars by miles per gallon per tonne. This might make a Range Rover look like
an energy efficient option!
The primary ‘data bite’ the monitoring project used and compared was a whole Home
Heating Coefficient (HHC). This is the amount of heat required to maintain the home one
degree centigrade above the external temperature (kWhr/DegC𝚫t/day).
To calculate HHC we need to know the average temperature inside a home, the average
temperature outside, and the number of kWhrs that were used to maintain that difference. We
found averaging all these over a day gives adequate granularity.
Different homes with different levels of thermal efficiency will have different Home Heating
Coefficients. RetroFitting a home for energy efficiency should also be seen to improve the
HHC (lessen it). But is it this simple?
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4.Some things we found by monitoring the
homes before the Retrofits
4.1.

People are the biggest factor

The original structure of the pilot was to pair similar homes. The pairs had similar
EPCs, size, aspect and occupation so the assumption was that pre retrofit they
would have similar energy use, and after, the retrofitted home would perform
much better. However, in the real world some of the pre-retrofit pairs were found
to have energy uses an order of magnitude apart (20X).
In addition the differences between days when the occupants ‘did things’, and
days when they ‘didn’t’, such as prepared for Christmas, had periods at home
perhaps due to illness, or increased/decreased occupancy, is of a far bigger
magnitude than any retrofit could ever hope to achieve. However it is of note that
the highest energy user in the project had the least variation in energy use. They
always used lots!

Just before and just after
Christmas
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4.2.

Home Heating Coefficient (HHC)

Being just a product of energy and work (the difference in temperature between
inside and outside), it tells you immediately whether a home is expensive or not
to heat, regardless of size. But there are complications…
4.2.1. How fast are you running your home?
Just like a vehicle, it seems the hotter you run your home, the higher your
HHC. (High is bad).
4.2.2. Home Heating Coefficient Changes
Or to put it another way, as it gets colder and the difference in temperature
between inside an outside, it appears that a home needs more energy per
degree difference to maintain comfort conditions.

4.3.

Air quality is an issue, even pre retrofit

CO2 spikes are a cause for concern as they regularly exceed healthy levels
(>2000ppm in one property).

4.4. Human factors are still the greatest barriers
for effective monitoring
Although this project is a landmark in effective monitoring, far better than anything
seen previously, there have still been some issues obtaining useful monitoring.
The most major of these have been due to occupants turning equipment off,
taking equipment away or habitually unplugging routers and loggers.
Any future monitoring project should commit from day one to only use hard wired
mobile phone internet access (SIM card modem) and have no reliance on the
householders broadband connection.
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5. Some Softer Benefits of Retrofit
There can be ‘softer’ benefits of retrofit.

5.1.

Triple glazing

In one of the homes the reception rooms are small so there is not a lot of choice
in positions for furniture. The householder originally thought she would have to
move the sofa away from the large back room window in the winter as she though
it would be unpleasantly cold to sit there, but this has not ever been the case,
even on extremely cold days.
Unexpected benefit - Triple glazing can increase your useable floor area

5.2.

Heat Exchange Ventilation

This home also received new ventilation systems with HeatSava units in both the
kitchen and bathroom and Ventive passive stack ventilation in the front room and
two of the bedrooms. These provide a constant supply of pre warmed (via heat
exchange) fresh air. The benefits described were more about lack of problems.
These include:•

No dampness, condensation or mould, unlike previous properties she had
lived in.

•

You don’t have to open the kitchen door when cooking, even though a
moisture producing gas hob was fitted.

•

You don’t need to open windows at night for ventilation.

5.3.

Noise reduction

A householder commented on the quietness of the house with the triple glazed
windows. As ventilation had been comprehensively addressed, the windows did
not need to have trickle vents. This both means there is no draught from the
window or air gap for noise transfer.
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6. But things can also go wrong…
6.1.

Not forgetting the boring stuff

The danger of innovation led pilot projects is that the ordinary sensible design
decisions can be left in the shade of the blinding light of innovative technology.
6.1.1. Under wall heating – what is EWI for?
One property with an interesting solar thermal solution for hard to treat solid
wall homes focused on their technology to the detriment of the robustness of
standard weather proof building details. They had a tendency to only see
external wall insulation as something to cover their heating pipes. Hence they
did not specify/ know about the potential pitfalls that can occur with EWI,
especially at gutters, DPCs and at existing external pipes and flashings.
6.1.2. A hole in the wall
One property with triple glazing and external wall insulation also retained its
open flame gas fire and combustion air wall vent. While this property did
achieve a very good reduction in energy use and generally became much
more comfortable (meaning the gas fire didn’t have to be used), the room
with the fire and vent remained uncomfortable due to cold draughts.

6.2.

Thinking of complete solutions
Heat pump/combi boiler and electric shower

The same property, which also had an advanced hybrid heat pump and combi
gas boiler system had retained its direct electric shower, even though gas heated
hot water was plumbed to the bath just below it.

6.3.
Appropriate use of technology - Under used
heat pump
We fully believe heat pumps could be part of the solution to heating our homes.
However they are extremely intolerant to incorrect sizing and incorrect use. They
are expensive to buy, install, and if not operated correctly, run.
After one of the properties we monitored had been retrofitted, its space heat
demand became very small. The retrofit included a hybrid heat pump gas combi
boiler that sensibly split the domestic hot water to be created by the gas boiler
and the space heating by the heat pump. This system appeared to be working
well, but even if the heat pump was working at its best levels of performance
(which would be unlikely), it would be only £20 cheaper a year to run than a gas
boiler.
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7. Going Forward
7.1.

What definitely works

The basic heavy lifting of any retrofit will always be down to insulation, high
performance glazing and airtightness. In any Maslow hierarchy this must always
come first. However, for these to be optimised, or even in some cases to be of
use at all, ventilation must be addressed.
Heat exchange ventilation, be it decentralised units such as Envirovent
HeatSavas or centralised loft units, will fundamentally improve the healthy
environment of the home. This will allow the householders to take maximum
benefit of the basic measure, if for no other reason, by allowing them to sleep
with the windows closed.
If these issues are properly undertaken with robust coordinated building details,
householder lifestyle is unlikely to impact the energy savings achievable.

7.2.

What is wrong with the way we do things

Energy efficiency Retrofit is relatively new. We need to be aware of unintended
consequences and not forget about the primary function of a home. Someone
needs to be legally responsible for the overall design and functionality of the
home. This cannot be left to the (product) industry.

7.3.

What does success look like

Before retrofit some of the homes we studied had very low bills. They were also
cold and damp! After retrofit they still had very low bills, but now they were
comfortable and healthy.
Bill saving is not a given outcome of retrofit – health and wellbeing might be.

7.4.

Technologies to watch for

Electrical technologies that can take and store spare electricity either as heat or
power, if aggregated across a large number of properties, may provide an income
stream if traded on the national grid. Intelligently using this energy will be key.
Conversely we wonder if the gas combi boiler is coming to the end of its
evolutionary road. As homes need less space heating, energy use might become
led by hot water creation. Combi boilers can only do this at very low efficiencies
(<50%), especially for short run offs. We may hit a point where gas bills get stuck
while actual energy delivered reduces. This could lead to the return of heat
storage technologies, but maybe as advance phase change heat stores with very
small standing losses. If heated with spare (negatively priced) electricity, this
could even reduce bills to zero.
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8. What should we do next?
8.1.

Monitoring, metering and analysis

Whatever you do, put in some meters and take readings. If you fit a £120
GPRS smart meter, the readings can be automatically taken, recorded and
displayed on an online dashboard. (Daily readings are fine. Anything else is too
much information)
Record temperatures – there is no point in knowing how much energy is being
used if you don’t know what it is being used for. (Again daily average internal and
external temperatures are sufficient)
Fit smart gas and heat meters because…

8.2.

The question about gas boilers

We know insulation, high performance glazing and airtightness works, but we are
starting to wonder about gas boilers, especially when just providing domestic hot
water. A known unknown is how much actual heat is being used in comparison
with the gas consumed.

8.3.

Other technologies for providing hot water

If insulation, glazing and airtightness (with ventilation) have become bleeding obvious,
how you best provide hot water is becoming mysterious.

8.4.

Energy storage aggregation pilots

Although at the ‘chicken and egg’ stage, actual projects with real households testing
this principle against a virtual market could unlock a new funding stream for housing
stockholders.
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9. In Detail
9.1.

Property One – Warley

Image – Google Street View (preretrofit)

This is a three bedroom, mid terrace, North East facing property. Before retrofit it
had wooden front and back doors with single glazing, and double-glazed windows
and an EPC of D(56). Both the Energence (energy) and Heat Genius (occupancy
and temperature) data streams for the year before retrofit were complete and
revealed a peak HHC trend of 1.4kWhrs/°C and peak daily heat demand of
22kwhrs/day. Its airtightness was tested to be 8.7m3/h/m2, which would be within
current Building Regulations for newbuild.
This property received a retrofit characterised by a comprehensive external wall
insulation system that included a solar thermal array powered wall heating. This
in itself took up over half the spend of £40,000 including VAT (at full and reduced
rates). The measures undertaken were...
Top up loft insulation
Replacement high performance doors and windows (U= 1.1 to 0.8)
External wall insulation to the front and rear including a solar thermal heated
wall heating (SkyRad)
• Insulated solar optimised hot water cylinder (Gledhill)
• Condensing gas boiler
• Single room Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery to the kitchen and
bathroom (Envirovent HeatSava)
• Although not in the original specification, Ventive passive stack heat exchange
ventilators were added post retrofit following concerns from the householder
Harris
•
•
•
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9.1.1. Post Retrofit Results
Although good data was available pre retrofit, no detailed energy data is available
post retrofit and no evidence of the pre retrofit heat meters exist. It appears likely
that these were mislaid during the retrofit work and their reinstallation not carried
out. However the householder has both gas and electricity bills with actual
readings from the last heating season that gives a good picture of overall fuel use,
if not energy use.

Using ‘actual’ (A) meter reads, between 9th September 2017 and 16th April 2018
(190 days) 6100kHrs of gas were used (556m3 Gas x 39.5 x 0.277). If it is
assumed the boiler worked at an average efficiency of 85%1, this equates to
5185kWhrs of delivered heat for both hot water and space heating.
This gives an average of 27kWhrs of heat per day. Remarkably this is higher than
the pre-retrofit peak trend. However it must be remembered that this heating
season has been significantly tougher and longer than the winter of 2014/15, and
was still continuing in April. As heating coefficient appears to significantly worsen2
with increased temperature difference (like mpg when driving at 80mph rather
than 60mph), this may not be surprising.
Looking at the pre-retrofit heating graph, it can be seen that when the external
temperature drops to less than 5°C, the daily kWhrs input required increased to
over 35 kWhrs. As this last heating season had prolonged periods at less that
5°C, the higher average daily demand should not be surprising.

1

Gas boiler efficiency when led by DHW creation only is discussed further elsewhere in this report.
The science of this needs more investigation as, unlike the cube relation between speed and wind resistance,
there is no obvious reason why HHC should worsen at greater delta Ts.

2
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9.1.2. Summary
The winning points of this retrofit in order of effect on the householder’s
experience seem to be:1. Good ventilation meaning no dampness, condensation, mould or having
to open the door/window when cooking or sleeping.
2. The way the house retains its warmth.
3. The lack of draughts and down draughts from the windows due to triple
glazing with no trickle vents allowing total flexibility of furniture
arrangement.
9.1.3. Our Observations and Commentary
In the pre-retrofit monitoring property one was the highest performing property. It
had both the highest internal temperature, so was comfortable, and the lowest
Home Heating Coefficient (of normally heated properties). This performance can
perhaps be put down to the key factors that this property is small, and mid terrace
with limited external wall area. It also had very good airtightness that would have
passed the current new build standards.
Just like a small car, this property will inherently be able to achieve good ‘miles
per gallon’ (kWhrs per DeltaT). Additionally modern levels of air tightness could
be seen as equivalent to modern levels of car aerodynamics, further helping
efficiency.

With this precedent, it might be thought that any changes would be hard to spot,
especially as the householder has changed since before the work was
undertaken. However in conversation with the new householder, it seems this
property performs well in excess of her expectations and previous experience of
living in similar properties.
The overall result of this retrofit seems very positive. Due to the very good
performance of the house before the retrofit and the difference in heating
seasons, the gross energy demand may not have reduced significantly, however
the comfort conditions seem very good. Due to the high airtightness of the
property before the retrofit, and particularly before the ventilation measures were
installed, it could be expected that the air quality pre retrofit might not have been
good, both for humidity and carbon dioxide. The proper ventilation of the house
now will have a (heat) energy penalty as the heat exchangers are only 75%
efficient, but in our view, this is a price worth paying.
What is also not known is the dampness and condensation suffered before the
retrofit. While the heating energy and internal temperature do not seem to have
changed significantly, in actual fact the house pre retrofit may have been
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uncomfortable at those temperatures due to cold radiation from cold, un-insulated
walls, condensation and high humidity and CO2 levels.
9.1.4. Potential Problems
A potential inherent problem that was observed, and is common in the industry, is
the detailing of the external insulation. This has been featured recently by Kate De
Selincourt in her articles on a disastrous external insulation project in Preston.
Although the bad workmanship seen in Preston is not evident at this property, the
inherent design decisions that could lead to these problems can be seen.
Namely:•

The insulation stops below and in front of the gutters and water outlets. When
these fail, which they do every few years, water will inevitably track behind the
external insulation where it will be trapped before coming out internally
through the walls.

•

The bay window roof still flashes back to the original wall and the external wall
insulation stops above the flashing. This will mean the wall at the flashing is a
large cold bridge that may cause damp and mould internally at a later date.
Fortunately the comprehensive ventilation and stable internal heating
conditions seem to have prevented this presenting itself so far.

•

The external wall
insulation stops above the
DPC. This problem was
seen on Retrofit for the
future projects.
Occupants of these
homes started noticing
their skirting boards
rotting. On analysis with a
thermal camera, the
skirting board areas could
be seen to be very cold
internally. Externally this
area appeared as a hot
stripe.

This risks external insulation getting a worse name than it already has, not
because it is bad, but because the industry has carried it out in a way that only
makes sense to the external insulation industry (to make money), but not in a way
that makes sense for the building.
In this case the proper solution would be to extend the roof so the gutter was
outside the line of the new wall surface, to rebuild the bay to flash with the new
wall surface, and to continue the wall insulation with an appropriate skirt detail
down to the base of the footings. This last point will involve the moving of drainage
gullies and anything else that is in the way.
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Another example of this non thinking approach can
be seen at this property where an expensive triple
glazed window has been put on a small under stair
storage space. This space does not need a window;
in fact a window makes it less useful and colder. The
window will have cost a considerable amount to
achieve, money that would have been much better
spent robustly detailing the eaves and gutters.
Key Recommendation
In summary, a key recommendation would be that
external insulation projects should be led by an
overall and legally responsible building designer who
can instruct any trades they deem necessary and
not be led by the external insulation industry.
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9.1.5.

The SkyRad System

The SkyRad system is an innovatory
way to try to increase harvest from
solar thermal systems in retrofit
projects.
The problem with solar thermal
The historic problem with solar
thermal as a technology as it is
normally used and incentivised is that
it only used to create domestic hot
(tap) water (DHW). This leads to two
fundamental barriers:•

Firstly DHW demand is normally an order of magnitude less than space heating.

•

Secondly, if you are a water efficient household, e.g. shower with an efficient low
water use showerhead rather than take baths, under occupy the property, or
simply don’t take that many baths or showers, you will not make use of a solar
thermal harvest and the solar heated water will go cold before it is useful.

This last point was the main conclusion from the 2011 Energy Saving Trust UK Solar
Thermal Field Trial, which the author oversaw and then was later a peer reviewer for.
The sound bite became, ‘it’s not about your panels, it’s what you do with it that
counts’. The slightly perverse point being that if you wanted more from your solar
thermal system, you should take more baths, (after it had been sunny).
Some other learnings were that:•

Many of the hot water storage systems were in unheated spaces so standing
losses could never be useful.

•

Many/most had un-insulated pipe connections causing excess standing heat
losses, leading to solar harvests going cold before they could be used.

•

Boilers were normally programmed to fully heat the hot water tank in the morning,
which left no space (foot room) for a solar harvest during the day if the sun came
out.
9.1.5.1. How SkyRad gets over this
Rather than making the householders ‘take more baths’, the market for solar
thermal heat can be increased by using the harvest immediately for low
temperature space heating. In new builds (including the author’s home), this can
be done using a thermal store and wet under floor heating. However retrofitting
wet under floor heating can be very complicated, and the systems on the market
for this tend to decouple it from the thermal mass of the property in order to give it
the fast reaction times expected for space heating. As solar thermal heat can only
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be delivered as a trickle in the winter, slow background storage of the heat (to
help reduce temperature drop) is key rather than using it to ‘heat’ the house.
Sky Rad gets over this by running under floor heating pipework over the exterior
of solid masonry walls, and then covering the walls with a good thickness of
external wall insulation. What this does is allow the wall to be subtly warmed,
providing ‘under’ wall heating while reducing heat loss to the exterior via the
external wall insulation.
As this system is not designed to be the primary space heating system, it can be
totally opportunistic, and make use of every kWhrs of sunshine that lands on the
roof in the heating season. If the internal temperature and wall temperature is
above certain temperatures, the system swaps instead to heating a hot water
cylinder. Once this is also full, it dumps heat to a large radiator in the loft.
This main problem with this system will be the actual number of kWhrs of heat
that can be harvested from the sky in the winter. In winter, sunny days can be few
and far between. The flat panel solar collectors used, while good in full sun, are
also not the most efficient with low external air temperatures. For the true worth of
this system to be understood, full heat metering both to the wall heating and hot
water cylinder would be required. Unfortunately this is not available.
An additional problem is that the Renewable Heat Incentive only supports solar
thermal systems that provide DHW and not any element of space heating. While
perverse, this is to do with the complication of working out and deeming the useful
harvest and hence the value the incentive should have.
9.1.6. SkyRad’s experience of the Retrofit Project
– Interview with Sam Bailey 18/4/18
While the installation of the SkyRad system went to plan, Sam relayed issues with
the contract and relationship with the client. The crux of these was that they were
treated as a main contractor rather than specialist installer. Worse than this, they
seem to have been treated as a design and build contractor, which was not what
they were expecting, and was outside their expertise. He stated that the design
briefing information was no more detailed than ‘go install your product at this
address’. This meant they had to subcontract an external wall insulation
contractor and became responsible for multiple call backs to rectify minor (and
major) snagging issues not to do with their product. Not being a local company,
this led the company loosing money on the contract.
In design terms, with no qualified responsible designer/client’s agent, this led to
bizarre details such as the triple glazed window to the under stair cupboard and
the EWI stopping and starting around existing pipes and cables. No one felt
empowered and expert enough to make fundamental design decisions.
Their other criticism was the speed of the procurement process. After originally
being asked to start within a week of the contract being awarded, they were then
eventually not allowed to start installing for 18 months.
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SkyRad as a company has now been run down and refocused on other activities,
but were they asked to be involved again, it would preferably be as a supplier
only, or alternatively a specialist installer for the SkyRad plumbing work only.
They would also like to develop the loft based kit to be a prefabricated ‘plug and
play’ unit, and the wall heating to be via easily fixed standard panels rather than
rolls of under floor heating pipe. However our view is that, given the differences
there are between existing properties, finding a size for a ‘standard panel’ might
be over ambitious. The design flexibility of using under floor heating pipe seems
hard to beat, otherwise the under floor heating industry wouldn’t use it.
9.1.7.
Comments from Josh Kaushal BNK Construction on this
property
Josh Kaushal has observed this project from before the retrofit and has spoken to both
the previous and current householder many times. He is fully aware how much better
the house now is, and put this down mainly into the improvement in ventilation. The
Ventive system was not originally included in the measures to be installed but installed
after the householder complained about air quality and the lack of ventilation post
completion. Following installation the householder stated there was a large
improvement.
On the issue of EWI, and the controversial detailing, Josh explains that this is likely to
have happened because while EWI was part of the SkyRAD system, and hence
procured via them, SkyRad were only interested in it as something to insulate their
solar heating pipes. To put it crudely, they were not interested in robust building details
or even the rest of the house being watertight– they were interested in SkyRad!
9.1.8.

Comments from Rosemary Coyne - SHAP

Rosemary Coyne adds the comment that SkyRad were not experienced in how to run
contracts where the householder was in residence. They therefore occasionally turned
up without appointment, or conversely make appointments then not turn up or turn up
at another time.
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9.1.9. Learning from Property One
1. Don’t forget about the house. Any works should always be considered servant
to the house as a whole system. There must be an overall legally responsible
designer for the whole house, and not just the systems.
2. EWI and loft insulation does the heavy lifting of energy efficiency.
3. (Heat exchange) ventilation is essential for building and occupant health and
quality of life.
4. Triple glazing in small homes improves quality of life by giving furniture layout
flexibility. This may one of the biggest day to day improvements a
householder can be given.
9.1.10.
•
•
•

Heat Exchange ventilation (both HeatSavas and Ventive)
EWI (but properly done as part of whole house design)
Triple glazing

9.1.11.
•
•

Known unknowns – what may work

SkyRad (under wall heating) – without full heat metering we don’t know what
benefit came from the EWI, and what came from SkyRad.
The Heat Genius system, while providing good monitoring has not been
handed over to the householder even though they are tech savy and a smart
phone user.

9.1.12.
•

Known knowns – what works

What doesn’t work and rings alarm bells

A procurement system that outsources design responsibility and risk to
entrepreneurial start-ups. After these companies fail, (which most do), all
responsibilities reverts to the client, therefore the client should accept
responsibility in the first place and take overall charge either in house or via an
expert qualified building designer/Architect.
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9.2.

Property Two – Walsall

Image – Google Street View (post Retrofit)

Property Two is a three bedroom, mid terrace property with three occupiers. Before
retrofit it had an old wooden front door, and some double- glazed windows and an
EPC of E(41). Both the Energence (energy) and Heat Genius (occupancy and
temperature) data streams for the year before retrofit were complete and
revealed a peak HHC trend of 3kWhrs/°C and Peak Heat trend – 25kwhrs/day. Air
tightness pre Retrofit was 15m3/h/m2 (The current new build standard is
10m2/h/m2).
This property received a retrofit characterised by replacement window and doors and
a hybrid heat pump/combi gas boiler. Originally it was not intended to install EWI, but
this decision was changed during the retrofit.
The measures undertaken were...
• Top up loft insulation (Thermoshell)
• Replacement high performance doors and windows (U= 1.1 to 0.8)
• Hybrid Air Source heat pump and condensing gas boiler (Daikin Hybrid)
• Single room Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery to the kitchen and
bathroom (HeatSava) (Not fitted)
• Water saving spray taps and fittings (Not fitted)
• And - EWI
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9.2.1. Observations – Pre RetroFit

This home has good heat data through the whole heating season, though this
seems to show that the heating hardly used for the second half of the heating
season. With an EPC of ‘E’, it would be expected that this home would have low
room temperatures.
During the time the home is heated, up to 70kWhrs of heat a day are used, which
is consistent with other homes monitored of this size and type.
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9.2.1.1. The Mystery Retrofit
The pre retrofit monitoring of this property is characterised by a mystery. Half
way through the 14/15 heating season the heat demand and heating
coefficient suddenly dropped. The question asked in the second report was
“when did this retrofit happen?”
Meeting the householders
on the 16th April 2018, we
thought we had solved the
mystery as they recalled
the external wall insulation
being applied to the house
as part of a terrace wide
project in December 2014,
exactly when the drop of
energy demand can be
seen in the monitoring.
However discussing this
Josh Kaushal on the 23rd
April, a photograph was
produced without EWI,
though its neighbours did
have insulation.

May 2015

9.2.1.2. The mystery deepens!
The monitoring shows that the while the property maintains a generally
consistent internal temperature of around 19°C, the heat required to do this at
similar external temperatures changes from 60kWhrs a day to less than
10kWhrs a day.
9.2.1.3. Good neighbours!
Could it be that with their new insulation, the neighbouring properties were
now kept warmer, reducing heat loss from property two to them? Could they
actually even have been loosing heat to property two if they were above the
average temperature it was heated to (19°C)?
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9.2.2. Technologies Installed
The measures this property is being analysed for are the hybrid air source heat
pump gas boiler and the high performance doors and windows. However even if
the monitoring was still active, this will not be seen in energy demand reduction or
increased comfort as these have already been impressively improved by external
wall insulation (to the neighbours).
9.2.3. Interview with the Householder
The householder, translated partly via her daughter, had a number of complaints
about what had been done to her home. While she said it had been a lot warmer
since the external wall insulation (about which she said, “but the neighbours had
had that anyway”), she said the front room was draughty and the new boiler was
very large and had badly finished boxing which took up lots of space in her small
kitchen. Given she had six daughters and currently twelve grandchildren, and did
a lot of cooking, this was a major reduction in convenience to her lifestyle and that
she felt had ruined her kitchen.
The boiler and heat pump installers had also created some large holes in the wall
for their pipes, which they had not filled properly, which had allowed mice into the
kitchen.
The draughty front room was easily traced to being due to the retention of the
original open fronted gas fire (non balanced flue) and its corresponding air supply
vent (hole in the front wall). Given this room has a triple glazed window, external
wall insulation, and a large radiator heated by an innovative hybrid heat pump
system, retaining the fire and its associated ‘hole in the wall’ seems bizarre.
Thankfully though the hole has not been blocked up, which could cause deadly
carbon monoxide poisoning, which is now even more of a risk since the fitting of
high performance windows and doors. (Following our feedback, we understand
the Housing Association has now removed the fire and hole in the wall)
The householder pays for electricity and gas via a prepayment meter and have an
‘in home display/smart meter’ to show their usage and credit. Since the main
improvement in heat demand was made three winters ago, the householder had
got used to how much she was putting on the meter and improvements in
efficiency may have been taken up in part since then by increases in fuel prices.
She did say though that she was having to spend more on electricity, which would
be consistent with the use of the heat pump. The DIN rail kWhr meter for the heat
pump showed a reading of 2392kWhrs. If since installation, this is a very
reasonable figure, though without a corresponding heat meter reading of how
much heat the heat pump delivered from this electrical input, it is hard to make a
judgement.
All the family complained that while the tap in the kitchen could sometimes run
scolding hot, the tap in the bathroom only ran luke warm and kettles had to be
boiled to make the bath temperature acceptable. As the boiler is a combi unit, (so
there is no hot water storage) this seems surprising. High temperatures can
sometimes be experienced, but low are unusual unless with very high flow rates
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beyond the capacity of the boiler’s heat exchanger. The flow rate of the bath tap in
this case was reported as ‘just normal’.
There is also an electric shower above the bath.
Although the property was due to have HeatSava heat exchange units fitted, the
existing extract only ventilators/fans have been retained and these only in the
kitchen and bathroom. As ventilation has not been comprehensively considered,
the bedroom windows have to be kept open at night for sleeping, negating some
of the benefit of them being triple glazed.
A final complaint was the white silicon that had been used on all the windows. It
had turned yellow (everywhere) within six months of application.
9.2.4. Our Observations and Commentary
This retrofit seems to have lost some sight of what it was trying to achieve. The
big move appears to have been the external wall and loft insulation, or at least the
external wall insulation of the neighbouring properties, even though this was not
originally part of the plan. This has done the heavy lifting on terms of energy
performance, but that benefit has been let down by the lack of holistic thinking.
The main examples of this is the retention of the open flame gas fire and its hole
in the wall, and the failure to fit heat exchange ventilation. It also seems strange to
retain/fit an electric shower when there is an innovative hybrid hot water system
already plumbing hot water to the same location.
In this situation, the hybrid heating system seems to be overkill as the external
wall insulation has reduced the heat demand already by an order of magnitude so
it is unlikely that the run time of the heat pump will never be long enough to allow it
to develop a high Coefficient of Performance (COP). To compete with gas in cost
terms it would need to run at a Seasonal Performance Factor (SPF) (average
COP) of greater than 2.5. This seems very unlikely.
Given the low general heat demand of this property, it could be easily and
economically heated by a small simple gas only combi boiler (say 15kW). This
would also give the householder her kitchen back!
Sleeping with the windows open, especially as the house is on a main road into
Walsall, also does not make sense when great effort has been taken to provide
expensive triple glazing and external wall insulation. A simple whole or semi
house MVHR in the loft could extract from the bathroom and supply to the
bedrooms. If a route could not (economically) be found to get an extract pipe
down to the kitchen from this unit, a HeatSava could be installed there.
9.2.5. The Daikin Hybrid heat pump
While the principle of this system seems sensible, in that the gas boiler provides
instantaneous domestic hot water and the heat pump takes care of (lower
temperature) space heating via radiators, study of Diakin’s technical literature
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gives the impression that savings are only really realised if the space heat
demand of a property is high.
Daikin base their assumption on annual heat demand of 27,000kWhrs. Using the
energy monitoring data we have, it is likely the space heating demand of this
property is less than 2000kWhrs. Certainly the heat pump has only metered
2392kWhrs of electrical use in the last three years. At a COP of 3 this would be
2392kWhrs of heat supplied a year (2392kWhrs x COP3 ÷ 3 years). At the more
likely COP of 2, this would be 1595kWhrs of heat a year (2392 x 2 ÷ 3).
The gas consumption on the in home display for the period held in its memory
shows daily consumption of around 11kWhrs of gas. This would be consistent
with normal domestic hot water consumption of around 7kWhrs a day for a
family3.
Given financial and carbon saving is only made between the unit price and carbon
factor differences between electricity and gas, to give an income stream, the
average COP (SPF) has to be over 34.
i.e. if we say the SPF is 3 and the heat pump delivers 2392kWhrs of heat a year,
in electricity this will cost £120 at 15p a kWhr. 2392kWhrs of heat via an 85%
efficient boiler would need 2815kWhrs gas. At 5p a unit, this could cost £140 a
year.
Therefore there could be a payback of around £20 a year. – How much did this
installation cost?
(And in the 2011 EST UK Heat pump trial the average SPF of the air source heat
pumps was monitored to be 2.2, so we might be being generous to the heat
pump)
The controller for the heating, in common with most wall thermostats on the
market at the moment, was extremely unintuitive to use. One of the householder’s
daughters had worked out how to bring the heating on, but only by trial and error
as the instructions either had not been handed over or been lost. The radiators all
had Heat Genius radiator valves and the rooms have sensors, but the control of
the system had not been given to the smart phone owning householder. However
it is suspected that a conflict could develop between the Heat Genius and the
complex Daikin controller as to who was in charge of the heating system (It should
be the Heat Genius and the Diakin unit should just do as it is told).

3

Combi boilers can operate down to poor efficiency levels of 50% for DHW only – DECC/EST study 2010
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/180950/Insitu_monitoring_of_condensing_boilers_final_report.pdf
4
However carbon factor has significantly reduced in recent years due to less coal being burnt in power stations
and the increased capacity of renewable stations. It also now varies significantly through the day. Download the
GridCarbon app for live visualisations of this.
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9.2.6. Learning from Property 2
•

EWI and loft insulation do the heavy lifting, even (it seems) if it is only carried
out on the neighbours

•

Fitting EWI and triple glazing and retaining an open flame gas fire with its wall
vent makes no sense at all.

•

Not fitting heat exchange ventilation means triple glazed windows have to be
left open.

•

Spatial considerations, such as taking up space in the kitchen by the hybrid
boiler, are the biggest concerns of the householder.

•

Given the low heat losses of this home, the hybrid heat pump is overkill and
will never pay back its additional cost

•

The heating control systems need comprehensively sorting out! (Though this
is an industry wide problem).
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9.3.

Property 3 – Solihul - Energiesprong

“I went from putting £40 on the gas every week to putting £20 on
every few weeks. Even then it still seemed to just build credit”
This property received a new prefabricated
façade using the Energiesprong system. It was
not one of the properties monitored in the
original study so there are no before and after
energy performance figures, so performance
can only be judged on the commentary of the
householders. However that commentary is
very positive.
Generally they say the heating only needs to
come on for an hour in the morning, and then
hardly again.
The new façade has smaller (less wide)
windows, which appear to be double glazed
with trickle vents. These are still large windows
and the householders say the rooms are still
very light and they prefer the new window sizes.
Previously they could occasionally hear their neighbours through the window junction
and the new façade has cured this. They also prefer the external look of the property
and it gains lots of complementary comments from neighbours and visitors.
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9.3.1. Energiesprong cured the overheating
The house previously suffered from overheating on the South side, especially in
the kitchen. Although they were worried this would be worse (with all that
insulation), they have found it to be much better (cooler) in the summer.
9.3.2. Ventilation
The house has had a large capacity ventilation extract installed above the first
floor landing. This will draw air in through the trickle vents in the windows and
exhaust it at the highest point. While not the most (heat) efficient way to ventilate a
house, it will still be providing a good level of background ventilation. The
householders had no complaints about air quality.
9.3.3. Problems
The problems they did highlight and their consequences are typical of
prefabricated building projects where the perfect world of factory prefabrication
meets the imperfect world of wobbly buildings.
Firstly, the façade didn’t properly fit! The beam required at the bottom pushed the
window opening up so there has to be a step up from the original window opening
to the new façade window opening.
Secondly, partly because of this, but
probably more inherently to do with
the original construction the terrace,
the concrete roof gutter behind the
façade on the roof could not be
properly insulated. This has led to a
line of black mould growing internally
above the window on the North East
side. Looking at this with a thermal
camera showed a very clear cold line,
even on a relatively warm spring day.
It is obvious that there is a cold bridge
here that may have been made
worse (colder) by the spray insulation
that was applied to most of its
underside during the works.
As with all silver bullets, a new façade
may not have been the complete
solution, maybe a new roof and gutter
was needed as well (which was
designed to fully integrate with the
façade). It’s always more
complicated!
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The only other negative observation the householder had was how water drained
off the door canopy. While the door canopy was a good size, and gave good
shelter while finding door keys, the ‘good size’ collected a lot of water that sheeted
off the front, and in cold weather made an icy patch on the garden path. While the
design of the façade and the door canopy are good and give an overall positive
result that shouldn’t be changed (and a gutter and down pipe would ruin the good
looks of the façade), the path hard landscaping need to be looked at to mitigate
the unintended problems the canopy creates.
9.3.4. Learning from Property 3
•

The new facades make a very significant improvement to both comfort levels
(including in summer) and heating cost.

•

Thermal bridging needs properly considering when considering the property
as a whole.

•

As the design of the façade has been considered as a repeatable
prefabricated unit, proper consideration (and presumably design fees) has
been given to its proportion and detailing, which results in a very pleasing
appearance that the householders are proud of and feel very lucky to live in.
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9.4.

Aceon Battery

The Aceon battery is a 6.4kWhr home battery linked via a SMA Sunny Island unit
(which is an on and off grid ‘islanding’ system) to a PV array. The intention is that
excess solar PV harvest will be stored for evening use rather than exported away to
the National Grid. Such units have been around for many years and only held back by
their capital cost and poor or non-existent, paybacks.
9.4.1. The Basics
The basic are simple – as a householder you buy electricity from the grid at
around 15p a unit, yet you sell your excess PV harvest away at around 3p a unit.
Wouldn’t it make sense to instead store you excess harvest for your use instead
of having to buy ‘it’ back at 15p a unit in the evening?

9.4.2. Less behaviour change required
This system demands nothing of the householder and should have no impact on
the householder’s lifestyle, less in fact than just having a straight PV array where
you try and change your electricity using habits to coincide with the sun shinning
to use the harvest rather than exporting it away.
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9.4.3. The real issue is money
While batteries make complete logical sense, the problems come in the finances.
Although coming down in cost and improving in performance, complete battery
systems tend to cost around £1000 per kWhr of storage. They also have a limited
lifespan of between 7 and 12 years depending on how they are used.
For example, a 2.5kWhr battery, if it can actually deliver 2.5kWhrs back to the
house (which will depend on its true size and the depth of discharge it can
withstand) could store 37p per cycle (15p x 2.5kWhrs)
So if it has been sunny enough in a day to harvest a spare 2.5kWhrs over what
the house has been using anyway, and you have a use for that 2.5kWhrs – e.g.
you are not on holiday, you might be able to save 37p a day.
So… if the battery costs (say) £2500, and it (can) save 37p a day, that is
£2500/0.37 = 6756 (fully useful) days until it pays back. 6756/365 = 18.5 years.
While in summer it may be possible for the battery to recharge and discharge a
couple of times a day if there is demand for the power (for say lunch, laundry and
vacuuming), in the winter it may not fill for several days in a row. Whatever – 18
years is well beyond the systems life expectancy.
To be worthwhile (say payback in 10 years) the battery either has to come down
in price to 15p x 365 x 10 = <£547 per kWhr deliverable capacity, or electricity has
to go up in price to £1000 ÷ 365 ÷10 = >27p a kWhr.
9.4.4. The Aceon Battery Installation in the Smart Grid Trial
On visiting the property with the battery installation on the 23rd April 2018, the
Aceon battery was found to be out of order.
On inspection, the PV array was properly harvesting, the utility meter was
indicating export and all breakers were in the on position, so the lack of operation
was a mystery and presumed to be due to an action taken by Aceon’s battery
supplier during a recent visit.
9.4.5. Robust installation let down by poor monitoring
While the installation of the main power equipment was very thorough, the
connection of the system to the internet left a lot to be desired as it seemed to be
via a Sunny Gateway monitoring box, a basic router and the householder’s
Skybox broadband modem. Each required its own power point yet were located
on the floor in a corner of the living room with only a double socket. The Sunny
Gateway monitoring box and router were therefore unplugged, and since they
don’t bring any benefit to the householder, and one had a delicate and ‘sparky’
Euro converter plug on it, why would they be. This lack of connectivity may have
nothing to do with the non-operation of the battery system, but it will mean the
system cannot be monitored remotely.
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There was also an Enistic GPRS (mobile phone network) router. We understand
this is just being used to take readings from the meters for the FIT claim.
However, if a similar hard wired GPRS/3G router was used for the Sunny
Gateway, the problems of ‘not enough socket points’ and ‘sparky adapters’ would
be overcome.
9.4.6. The Householders’ View
The householders were unhappy that the battery was no longer working. While it
was working their electricity bills had been consistently very low, but now had
increased to £20 to £40 a month (they thought, as the bill payer was not present),
which would be normal for a house of their size who cook with electric (and have
a PV array).
9.4.7. Learning from the Aceon Battery Trial
•

The business plan for batteries depend on them working hard every day until
they die, and they often die younger if they don’t get worked. They cannot be
allowed to spend time out of order!

•

When either electricity cost more than 27p a unit, or batteries cost less than
£547 per useful kWhr (or the two meet/cross), battery systems will become a
‘no brain’ proposition.
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9.5.

The SIG (Smart Innovations Grid) share unit

The SIG share unit shares out PV harvest amongst several households. It is intended
for use in flatted blocks where the rooftop arrays cannot be wired directly into every
flat.
The SIG share system has two modes, dynamic and (time) share.
In dynamic mode, PV harvest first goes into a ‘master’ household. Any leftover
harvest is then sent to up to two other households via private wires on the private
(household) side of the utility meters.
In (time) share mode, the SIG unit is remotely programmed (via a GPRS router), to
distribute harvest to different households at different times of the day.
Both the SIG share unit and GPRS router are located on the DIN rail of the consumer
unit, so are hard wired in and are invulnerable to casual householder interference and
mistaken switching off. However any householder with a passing knowledge of
domestic electricity may be able to bypass the unit. (Josh Kaushal of BKN reported
that one ‘master’ householder had disconnected his neighbours after a falling out).
In conversation with David Cole of SIG on the 24th April 2018, he said the (time) share
mode had become the most common mode of operation as the dynamic mode had
been abused, with the master household hogging harvest, which had caused friction
amongst sharing households.
Various (time) share modes were now in operation, ranging from switching between
households every 20 minutes, to weekly distribution schedules (household one has it
Monday morning, household two Tuesday morning etc.). He said this has been found
to be much more acceptable and considered fairer by the households.
Our issue with this second modes is that excess harvest may wasted if the allocated
household is not organised enough to make sure they use their ‘power slot’.
Alternatively they may be on holiday.
David Cole said that the schedule could be remotely changed, but this relies on a
great deal of management and empowerment of that management chain. The
householder would have to contact a housing officer, who would have to contact SIG,
who would then make the change. This sounds difficult to scale up.
9.5.1. Perhaps more development work required
While the principle of the system appears very good, and it sounds like it has
been well received, further technical work may allow the system to share power
equally (rather than access to power), so it is most beneficially used.
In this scenario, if the total demand of all the households was less than the
harvest, all their needs would be met and the excess exported. If one then put the
kettle on, the previous excess would go towards boiling the kettle, but the other
two households would still have their needs met. It the other two also decided to
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put kettles on, the total harvest would be equally split between all three
householders and put towards boiling their kettles, with the shortfall coming from
the grid.
When asked of issues with the demonstration project David Cole’s only comment
was that the procurement process took a very long time between order and
installation. For an innovatory start up, months can seem like years. His preferred
way to be contracted would be for all the electrical work from the PV inverter to
and including the consumer unit, as a specialist contractor.
9.5.2. Learning from reviewing the SIG share unit
•

This unit appears to be a clever way to share and best utilise PV harvest in a
multi household, one roof building, giving the greatest number of people the
greatest benefit, while avoiding squandering harvest on export to grid.

•

Further technical work is suggested to make the SIG unit fully automatic so it
does not require either fixed time share schedules of remote intervention.
Time share schedules could then become casual between neighbours rather
than ‘use it or loose it’.

•

The addition of cost effective communal batteries could also make this system
very relevant, or its use with batteries in grid capacity confined locations
(limited export potential with PV array size potential constrained by DNO
permissions).
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9.6.

SunAmp Heat Battery

9.6.1. Commentary following an interview with Joan Pisanek,
COO of SunAmp 1st May 2018
The SunAmp heat battery works by storing spare electrical harvest, normally from
PV panels, in the form of latent heat in a phase change material. This heat can
then be called on to heat/preheat domestic hot water and in their latest versions,
provide space heating.
While the principle of putting spare electrical harvest into an immersion heater in a
hot water cylinder is not new, the innovation SunAmp have made is the use of a
phase change material engineered to melt/fuse at 58°C. Depending on the
properties of the phase change material, this means that up to 300 times the
amount of heat can be stored by melting the phase change material, bringing it
from 57°C to 59°C, rather than just (sensibly) raising the temperature of water by
2°C.
The practical benefit of using this phase change is that a thermal store can be
made much smaller. A 30L SunAmp can store the same amount of heat as an
110L water cylinder. Additionally the SunAmp can do this without getting hotter
than 60°C, whereas the water cylinder will have to get to a far higher temperature.
Being both smaller and cooler means the standing losses from a SunAmp can be
controller far better so useful heat may still be available by the time it is needed.
The SunAmp units used for the ERDF smart grid project can store 5kWhrs of heat
and were plumbed to preheat DHW only. The preheated water then passes
through a combi boiler which increases its temperature further if need be.
9.6.2. Why this technology could become very relevant - 1
Previously SunAmp has been mostly ignored as just an expensive thermal store
that squandered high-grade electrical energy as low-grade heat. Water based
thermal stores with solar thermal seemed a much better idea. However this year
this may all be about to change as both the SunAmp unit has come down in price,
and the energy grid landscape has radically changed.
Last year became the first year since the 19th century when there were days when
the UK was not using coal in its energy mix. This year this is becoming the norm,
and on some days renewables are suddenly providing up to 70% of the UK’s
electricity. With more renewables coming on line all the time, there can be times
when there might be too much power on the grid. At these times coal stations
tend to already be shut down leaving the flexibility to be provided by gas power
stations. With more renewables, these stations might not even be required, and
as nuclear stations take a week to turn down, renewable harvest will have to be
dumped instead (turbines turned out of the wind – PV disconnected).
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In the last couple of years massive investment has been made into utility scale
batteries (battery warehouses) which are charged when the wholesale price of
electricity goes negative (which it now does frequently), and discharged when the
price is high, which is still the traditional tea time peak.
However with more renewables on the national grid, and in particular more solar
PV on the local domestic low voltage grid, utility scale batteries might not cope
with the expected surpluses, and certainly will not be able to take surpluses from
the other (domestic) side of local substations.
Suddenly, SunAmp moves from being a device that ‘squanders’ high-grade
electricity on heat, to a device that usefully utilises electricity that would otherwise
be dumped. Not only this, if enough of them can be aggregated together, the
power demand may be traded on the wholesale market and an income derived by
providing controllable demand (foot room) at times when the electricity price is
negative. Combining this with domestic solar PV would give a controllable and
scalable on demand electrical supply or demand asset.
9.6.3. Why this technology could become very relevant - 2
As the evidence examined for this study seems to be suggesting that as space
heating load is reduced, gas consumption becomes led by (inefficient) domestic
hot water creation, finding a way to create DHW more efficiently becomes the only
way to reduce bills further. SunAmp equipment, with or without a PV array might
be a way of doing this.
As the space heat requirement of some of the homes we have monitored is
already less than 10kWhrs a day, this could also be met from two of new
standardized 6kWhr space heating SunAmp units. Given the poor efficiency of
gas boilers providing DHW only, any boost of temperature required could even be
given by simple instantaneous inline electrical ZIP type heaters.
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9.7.
Interview with Josh Kaushal – BNK
Construction 23rd April 2018
Josh had seen the whole retrofit and smart grid project through from start to finish and
personally knew most/all of the householders and the innovation contractors.
Josh was keen to impress that the simplest, most common sense moves were the
best in his view. “Keep it simple stupid!” was his key phase.
The main problem he saw before the retrofits took place was condensation, damp
and hence black mould. His number one measure would always be to sort out
ventilation. His wining technologies for this were the Envirovent HeatSava and the
Ventive passive stack ventilator. He had tried less expensive heat exchange
ventilators such as Polypipe but found them to be poorly made and not very effective.
Correctly sorting out ventilation meant trickle vents were not required in glazing, which
in his view made triple glazing much more effective.
For insulation he found external wall insulation, loft insulation with a membrane and
triple glazing very good, and proper building products, but internal wall insulation, and
especially the prefabricated ‘Matilda’s blanket’ “a nightmare” as existing homes are
never square.
A frustration was the requirements put on some of the project by planning and
conservation area policy. This prevented external wall insulation being used on two of
the properties in conservation areas, meaning unsatisfactory internal wall insulation
had to be used instead. They were also prevented from replacing double glazed
uPVC windows with triple glazed uPVC windows. The conservation officer insisted
that timber should be used.
While we agree (with the planners) that uPVC is a toxic product (in many ways), this
does bring into focus the question of what should be done where families are living in
fuel poverty in conservation areas. (It might be argued that wealthy families living in
listed properties or conservation areas should just pay for the fuel to heat and
preserve the property).
On heating systems, Josh described the hybrid heat pump systems as unnecessarily
complicated and difficult to install. Installation had to be carried out by specialists who
demanded ‘builders work in connection’ (BWIC) rather than just sorting things out as a
normal boiler installer would. He also predicted that the expensive high efficiency heat
transfer fluid used in the some of the boilers would not survive the first heating
engineer call out. (We also question the use of this product. Yes it may transfer the
heat around the system more ‘efficiently’, but it doesn’t (is unlikely to) make the
system more efficient, let alone the property.)
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9.7.1. Josh on Contract
Josh had two main issues with the way the contract was let.
Firstly the tendering process tended to lead to a ‘rush to the bottom’, and they
found that they would loose contracts to tenderers who had under priced projects,
or priced using products that experienced contractors knew would not work.
Although it would be hard to find a contractor who would ever argue for a
tendering process over negotiation, it does suggest more exacting tender
documents with more detailed specification and employer’s requirements would
help level the playing field. Josh was also keen that tenderers could be judged on
quality and performance records from previous contracts and the call back faults
experience by the client. However this may be seen as unfair to new companies
without a record.
Although design and build contracts are considered standard, Josh said the
design liability boundaries were not clear. This could lead to situation such as
property one where design liability was passed down to a sub contractor without
design competency, who then ceases to exist, returning all defect risk to the
housing association. He was aware of this as an industry wide issue with EWI,
though he said his company had addressed it. His suggestion was that at the
beginning of a project that a meeting is convened to rigorously apportion design
liability and risk. When something goes wrong that is someone’s fault, there needs
to be someone still around that a finger can be pointed at and resolution insisted
upon.
An example of the incompleteness of scope of works information can be seen at
property two. While good products such as EWI and triple glazing were specified,
removing/replacing the open flame gas fire and its ventilation ‘hole in the wall’,
which negated much of the comfort improvement possible from the glazing and
insulation, was not.
Secondly, greater economy of scale and steady long-term workflow would allow
the learning curve of the first properties to be fully leveraged. This would also
allow them to properly train employees and be confident to take on and train
apprentices.
A frustration was the lack of hand over process to the property management and
maintenance division of the client. Carefully collated operation and maintenance
manuals, warrantees and even just lists of what was undertaken in properties
seemed to become lost between the client’s development department and
everyday management department.
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9.8.
Interview with Alasdair Woodbridge – Heat
Genius 12th April 2018
Heat Genius was the main contractor for the monitoring of the project. They then
subcontracted the heat, power and water monitoring to Energence. Heat Genius was
directly responsible for the temperature, occupancy, humidity and CO2 monitoring via
their room sensors and Genius hubs. The hubs were then connected to domestic
broadband routers, the contracts for which were paid for by the housing association.
The initial intention was to set up the Energence monitoring equipment via robust and
independent GPRS (mobile phone) telecommunication, however after initial attempts,
issues with low pressure in the gas mains meant this was not feasible with the
equipment agreed in the contract and the data feed also had to be communicated via
the domestic broadband router.
When interviewed Alasdair Woodbridge said that while the individuals involved in
the project were really good, the central process was not. He found the
procurement process very slow, but then the timescale to install unrealistically
short. Without the personal ‘above and beyond’ efforts of the responsible officer
from the housing association, the installations would not have happened.
Commenting on the premise of the project, as a scientist he found the testing of
several retrofit technologies at once not rigorous as the monitoring could not tell
what was doing what, but could see that the knowledge gained on how lifestyles
affected the results to a greater degree than any technology differences made this
project revolutionary.
His main frustration was with the timescale, funding and administration of the
project with the ERDF, which meant that the monitoring was not funded/supported
after the retrofits had taken place and hence could not be properly analysed and
properly reported on.
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10. Literature Review
If only have time to look at one report, invest time in Relish by Worthing Homes.
If you want think about how to do battle with the system to start a large scale retrofit
project, read UKGBC Regeneration and Retrofit.
If you are a client and think an argument based on Health and Wellbeing might win over
your accountants, read UKGBC Health and Wellbeing in Homes.
If you want to understand how we have moved on, look at the others.
A literature review is an essential part of any report to avoid reinventing the wheel. Many
reports have been carried out on energy retrofit, often in lieu of actually undertaking a real
project, though to be fair, what the last ten years have taught us is that ten years ago ‘we
knew nothing’, and it is only by reporting on the unintended consequences of the early
projects such as Retrofit for the future that we can avoid remaking mistakes.
In undertaking this review it is perhaps noticeable is that the current lack of independent
funding might have resulted in skewing recent reports towards ‘positive speak’. From
experience, commercial industry funders tend to not like their names associated with
anything negative, and industry has become almost the only funding source recently. For
this reason and because of its independence, we strongly recommend the Relish report
by Worthing Homes. This report is refreshingly honest about what did and didn’t work,
and describes a project that was no-nonsense in its approach that is happy to cut through
industry received wisdom with great clarity.
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10.1.

Worthing Homes
– Relish: The Journey 2009-2015

This major report is perhaps the
most left field and hence
interesting of the reports reviewed
here. Although the programme
finished in 2015, the final report is
not complete and the version
reviewed is still draft with some
holding images. Given its content
it is hoped that it will be
completed and widely circulated.
What also makes this report
worthwhile is that it is not afraid to
be outspoken. It lists key barriers
to retrofit including the
government having no clear
strategy the low carbon homes. It
also calls out common problems
with other retrofit projects
including only showcasing
technologies, not addressing
affordability across large scale roll
out, only looking at void
properties so not addressing ‘in
occupation’ issues, little post
occupation monitoring and no
consideration of householder
behaviour as part of the solution.
Refreshingly the report pulls no punches when discussing the SAP rating of the
homes. Too many times such projects are only compared against theoretic SAP
models whereas this project bravely states that most of the work undertake would not
even be measured by SAP, so would not register in the model, let alone improve the
EPC. They list 18 obvious and cost effective energy saving measures undertaken that
have no impact whatsoever on the SAP model (hence EPC), but make large real
world differences.
Following this premise, the main difference between Relish and the other projects
reviewed is that it aims to include and understand householder behaviour as an
integral part, something SAP does not even have a category for. As such it has a
similar research aim as this SHAP study, albeit on a far bigger scale and budget. In its
pilot phase it also looked at increasing energy efficiency simply by just providing
householder energy advice.
The pilot homes that had physical interventions were properly monitored for power
and gas consumption, which allowed some rating of the measures undertaken. The
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report clearly presents these with rankings starting with value for money (bill saving
per £ spent), but then compares them all with carbon saving per £, gross financial
saving, payback, gross carbon saving and percentage of overall carbon saved. This
list is interesting as although energy saving light bulbs come top and EWI come near
the bottom in the first graph, EWI is top and light bulbs barely register in the later
graphs. This neatly demonstrates the difference between ‘heavy lifting’ and ‘low
hanging fruits’.
In the second phase of the project, these learned lessons were applied to large scale
refurbishment and retrofit projects such as a block of multi storey flats. A major review
was then undertaken and a no holds bared review of the achievements and failures.
Again this is refreshing as many projects only report positives, which means the
negatives end up being rediscovered by the next project.
The lessons are neatly summarised in the report, but in a sentence could be said to
be;
obvious low cost measures combined with education can still be high achieving in
reality, even if they don’t register on imperfect energy models, but don’t expect
education to impact the basic heavy lifting on reducing gas demand.

Latterly the Relish project has also looked at a smart wire system for new build
properties. This system provides a second power circuit to the house that is controlled
by a master switch by the front door. This allows all appliances on standby to be
switched off on leaving the house. Fridges etc. can be plugged into ‘always on’ grey
sockets. As this is a recent innovation results are not yet reported.
(In our view the results of Smart wire may be variable, as it will depend on the
particular stand by loads of the householder’s appliances. New appliances have to by
law have very low standby loads, and as older appliances are replaced, the benefit of
the extra circuit will diminish. Additionally as appliances become smarter, they will
have to be ‘always on’ anyway.)
Finally (and bravely) the Relish project also looks at the benefits of level 3 BIM
(Building Information Modelling). Again the benefits cannot yet be reported on as level
3 BIM is only an ‘aim’ for a current new build phase of a project, but will be extremely
interesting to read about, especially if the refreshingly honest and clear tone of this
report can be continued.
In thinking about what makes this report so useful and special, perhaps the last page
is key. The last pages of all the other reports reviewed here are littered with building
product industry logos. The Relish report however is just funded by Worthing Housing,
The Housing Forum Construction Excellence and Super Homes. Perhaps the funding
the building industry brings comes with strings that only allow positive news?
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10.2.

Green Building Council

– Regeneration and Retrofit Task Group Report October 2017
The Regeneration and Retrofit
Task Group is made up of a
mixture of regeneration
professional consultants, product
industry representatives, energy
companies, housing developers
and local authority
representatives. It was convened
by the UK Green Building Council
to gather information on retrofit
led regeneration rather than
comprehensive redevelopment
(demolish and rebuild).
By looking at case studies it
draws out positives that this
process delivers. Its literature
review discovers several
memorable data bites including
the assertion that every £1 spent
on retrofit returns £1.27 in tax
revenue and saves the NHS 42p.

© Fortem

Regeneration
and Retrofit
Task Group Report

OCTOBER 2017

One of the main differences of
this approach highlighted is that
the existing residents become the
heart of the programme, and the
very process helps with social
regeneration rather than just
physic regeneration of the building stock. The small domestic scale of a large
proportion of the building work also favours the business models of local contractors
and supply chains, which in itself helps bring economic regeneration to an area.
Task Group sponsored by:

The report summarises benefits to householders, communities and the wider area
(cities), from health and well being, through tax revenue generation, all the way to
tackling global climate change. Finally, drawing on case studies it looks at various
case studies for funding and business models, including Community Social Enterprise
and Local Authority Revolving Funds.
This Report should be essential reading for any local authority and housing
association teams looking to lead a regeneration process in their area. While it doesn’t
tell you how to actually technically carry out a retrofit (and nor should it), it does clearly
lead you through the more fundamental processes to get to the point where you can
start to think about such technical things.
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10.3.

Green Building Council

– Health and Wellbeing in Homes July 2016
This report could the antidote to
a current trend of only looking
at housing and regeneration as
‘economic activity’. This culture
is particularly prevalent in the
volume housing industry, where
the power of the non-expert
professional manager is deeply
ingrained. By focusing on
health and wellbeing, this report
attempts to give convincing
arguments for the adoption of
non-financial indicators for
success in a housing scheme
of area regeneration.
While to an Architect topics
such as ‘making sure there is
good daylight’ might be
‘motherhood and apple pie’, to
the client team audience this
report seems to be aimed at,
this basic guide to what makes
a home ‘good’ could be a useful
tool when arguing against the
more neo liberal minded
members of their teams.

UK PROJECT SPONSORED BY:

HEALTH AND WELLBEING IN HOMES
JULY 2016

GLOBAL CAMPAIGN SPONSORS:

The root of the issue however is
a long standing problem that many studies have attempted to address before. That
problem, which adds to the bitterness that many design professionals feel, is that
value, as far financial institutions are concerned, is purely a product of market
comparable (local market sales price per square foot) and size.
It would be nice to think this report would help make a difference and it should be
compulsory reading for all members of any team involved with the built environment,
but we suspect that to the members who really need to take it on board, its advice
may be considered as irrelevant to the real job in hand, which is after all, making
money.
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10.4.

Green Building Council

JULY 2013
Task Group Report

– Retrofit incentives July 2013

Retrofit Incentives
Boosting take-up of energy efficiency measures in domestic properties

This very thorough report looks at the detail of the incentives for retrofit
active at the time of the report (2013). By its nature it is now out of date,
though some of the fundamental options it considers, such as variable
stamp duty and council tax, VAT rates and low interest loans are very much still
relevant, as they have not ever been enacted. As such it gives a very good starting
point for similar studies today such as that being undertaken by Workstream A of this
SHAP project.
CAMPAIGN FOR A SUSTAINABLE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
© 2013 UK Green Building Council Registered charity number 1135153

10.5.

Institute for Sustainability

– Retrofit Strategies 2012
This short report reminds us of how far we have come since 2012 and
the TSB Retrofit for the future project. Without monitored results or the
findings from later ‘unintended consequences’ studies, this report can
say little more than ‘insulation and ventilation are good!’ How good and what can go
wrong had not yet been found out.
One interesting point, and a point that has not been universally heeded, leading to
disasters such as the Preston EWI project, and seen to a lesser extent on property
one in this study, is that it states that roof eaves need to be extended to cover the top
of external wall insulation. Maybe this report was not widely read by client bodies?

10.6.

Mayor of London

– Positive Energy, the Business Case for
Retrofit

POSITIVE ENERGY–
THE BUSINESS CASE
FOR RETROFIT
RE:NEW
September 2016

This report is part of the Mayor of London’s Re:new project and argues
for an economic case for retrofit based around the reduced
maintenance and administration cost of social rented homes which have undergone
retrofit. Its title is derived from the many positive improvements in many categories
that can be a result of energy efficiency improvements.
A case study is given to show four stages of building a business case for retrofit.
These are repair and contracts savings, ECO funding, using planned works budget
and FIT income. The most significant of these funding sources are the planned work
budget and FIT income, with FIT income being the largest. Since the report was
written, FIT income has all but disappeared which leaves the business case short.
Sadly this report demonstrates that without a major new government incentive or
regulatory requirement, the positive benefits it describes will be difficult to be realised
while working within the economic and funding landscape it describes.
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11. Conclusions
If you know how a study is going to conclude before you start, there might be little point in the
starting. This has not been the case here. While hindsight always turns the mysterious into the
bleeding obvious, the mysterious but now obvious conclusion (about energy efficiency) that this
study has uncovered is that:…as homes are retrofitted to require less heating – the heating energy use becomes
less lifestyle driven, basically because there is very little!
What is then left (or next in line) is hot tap water use, and this will always be lifestyle driven.
Seven years of monitoring hot water use in our own zero energy home have shown the
hockey stick graph caused by children becoming teenagers. The question then becomes,
which this study shows the need for, how can we heat tap water more efficiently. At the
moment we seem to be doing it really badly. Fortunately the stars appear to be aligning to
suggest some very positive solutions.

11.1.

Answering SHAP’s questions:

When this report was commissioned, SHAP required that it answered eleven key
question:
1. What information is available showing analysis of occupant behaviour
change following the installation of different improvement measures?
Anecdotal only – though generally positive and tending to show that householder
behaviour is less critical once the heavy lifting of energy efficiency has been
achieved with measures such as EWI, triple glazing and ventilation.
2. Which improvement measures show the best occupant behaviour
change?
Heat exchange ventilation – it allows the householders to live without having to
have windows open in the winter, so allowing them to take the benefit of other
energy efficiency measures such as EWI and triple glazing
3. How does technology and monitoring affect behaviour change?
There is no evidence that it has. As the homes now retain heat, the householders
have become used to just allowing heating to come on and off on the systems
standard programme. It is suspected further efficiencies can be made with smart
heating controls, but would need to be properly and robustly considered in
partnership with the householders.
4. Does investment in energy efficiency lead to a reduction in maintenance
costs for landlords/owner occupiers?
This study does not test for evidence of this. However there are concerns that the
installation of non-coordinated and improperly thought out efficiency measures
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could cause problems. In particular EWI without robust consideration of eave and
DPC details could cause serious maintenance issues.
5. What works in terms of technologies, monitoring and creating a more
comfortable home?
EWI, loft insulation and triple glazing do the heavy lifting of creating a more
comfortable home, but can only be taken advantage of with properly thought out
heat exchange ventilation.
6. What has not worked and what the tenants did not like?
The hybrid heat pump combi boiler had extremely marginal cost and efficiency
benefits (if any at all), but its size and boxing took valuable kitchen space.
7. Did bills reduce – if not, are the tenants more comfortable?
Without comparative monitoring, it is difficult to make a judgement as pre retrofit
we were metering heat, and post retrofit we only have gas bills, which in one case
is higher than the pre retrofit heat demand. This has led to the new concern that
gas combi boilers are operating at very poor efficiencies when led predominately
by DHW demand. Comfort however definitely has improved.
8. What works in practice (different technologies, different levels of
occupant engagement, monitoring, levels of capital investment and
consequential maintenance and call out costs)?
Again, EWI, loft insulation and triple glazing as long as there is also heat
exchange ventilation – but it all MUST be properly detailed as part of the whole
building rather than seen as individual product packages.
9. How does the household demographic affect the technology outcomes?
We would argue it doesn’t. Looking ahead to where energy use is led
predominantly by DHW and cooking, demographic and occupation levels will lead
outcomes. (In our fully monitored zero energy house, the biggest electricity
consumer is the kettle!)
10. Did the technologies work and continue working after 2 years?
Yes, although we believe they could be optimised further.
11. What did the householders think of the technologies? (How much did
the occupants actively engage with them?).
Apart from dislike of the space hungry hybrid heat pump, the householders had
little opinion about the actual technologies, only the outcomes (increased comfort
and reduced fuel bills). The household with ACEon batteries were unhappy that
the system was now out of order as when working their electrical bill was
considerably less.
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Thank you
This report was commissioned by:

Funding provided by:
West Midlands Housing Officers Group (WMHOG)

Funding for the retrofit projects supported by:

Steven Harris June 2018
stevenh@steven-harris.co.uk
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